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Abstract

We present the experimental data and analysis of experiments conducted at SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory investigating the processes of channeling, volume-reflection and volume-capture along the (111)
plane in a strongly bent quasi-mosaic silicon crystal. These phenomena were investigated at 5 energies: 3.35,
4.2, 6.3, 10.5 and 14.0 GeV with a crystal with bending radius of 0.15m, corresponding to curvatures of
0.070, 0.088, 0.13, 0.22 and 0.29 times the critical curvature respectively. Based on the parameters of fitting
functions we have extracted important parameters describing the channeling process such as the dechanneling
length, the angle of volume reflection, the surface transmission and the widths of the distribution of channeled
particles parallel and orthogonal to the plane.

1. Introduction

Channeling in bent crystals has been thoroughly
studied for protons with the purpose of e.g. proton
extraction at accelerator facilities [1], [2], [3]. Much
less is known about the efficiency of channeling of
electrons in bent crystals. In this paper we present
a quantitative investigation of channeling and re-
lated phenomena in a strongly bent Silicon crystal.
The ordered structure of the crystal lattice gives
a unique access to electromagnetic field strengths
otherwise experimentally inaccessible [4] which can
be manipulated by e.g. bending of the crystal, as in
this experiment, or otherwise inducing a strain in
the crystal as exploited in certain new types of crys-
talline undulators [5], [6], [7]. Understanding the
dynamics of the electron motion in a bent crystal is
important both for the application of bent crystals,

but also in order to obtain a better understanding
of the dynamics in e.g. crystalline undulators. This
paper is a continuation of [8]. Here we include ex-
periments at three other energies conducted after
the submission of [8], thus presenting a far more
detailed study.

2. Theory

Channeling is a phenomenon which occurs in
aligned single crystals. If an impinging particle
is traveling along a direction of symmetry in the
crystal, the motion will no longer be governed by
the particle’s interaction with an individual atom,
but the coherent interaction of many atoms along
a crystalline axis or plane. This allows one to av-
erage the potential of each atom over the general
direction of motion (along the axis or plane), yield-
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ing the ’continuum’ transverse potential. An often
employed model of the planar (111) continuum po-
tential is the thermally averaged Doyle-Turner po-
tential of the form [9]

U(x) = 2
√
πZ1

e2

a0
a2

0Ndp

4∑
i=1

ai√
Bi + ρ2

e
− x2
Bi+ρ2 ,

(1)
where Z1 is the charge number of the projectile,

ρ = 0.062 Å is the r.m.s. thermal vibrational am-
plitude at room temperature for Si, a0 = 0.53 Å is
the Bohr radius, N is the number density of atoms
and Bi = bi/4π2. See 1 for the values of ai and bi.
A plot of this potential versus transverse position
is shown in 1. For Si (111) there are two planar
distances given by d1 = a

4
√

3 and d2 = a
√

3
4 with

a = 5.43 Å being the lattice constant for Si and
dp = d1+d2

2 . For Si the coefficients are given by
[10]:

i 1 2 3 4
ai[Å] 2.1293 2.533 0.8349 0.3216
bi[Å2] 57.7748 16.4756 2.8796 0.3860

Table 1: A table of parameters for the Doyle-Turner poten-
tial for the Si potential of 1.

The potential 1 depends only on one coordinate,
transverse to the (111) plane. We define the ’trans-
verse mechanical energy’ as

E⊥ = p2
⊥

2γm + U(x), (2)

which is a conserved quantity to leading order in
1
γ2 . Here p⊥ is the momentum component normal
to the plane and γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor
of the impinging electron. The critical angle is de-
fined as the largest angle the electron can have with
the plane while still being bound in the transverse
potential. From 2 one obtains

θc = p⊥,max

p
=

√
2U0

Eβ2 , (3)

where U0 is the depth of the potential, E the
energy of the impinging electron and β = v

c its ve-
locity in units of c, the speed of light. In a bent
crystal channeling is easily described in a rotating
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Figure 1: A plot of the effective potential of 5 for a flat
crystal and for the relevant electron energies with bending
radius R = 0.15m.

coordinate system such that the x-coordinate is the
displacement from the bent channel in the radial
direction of the bending arc. This choice of coordi-
nate system gives rise to a centrifugal force. For a
relativistic particle this is equivalent to a centrifugal
barrier potential of the form

UCF(x) = Ex

R
, (4)

where x is the displacement from the center of the
channel and R the bending radius of the crystal.
The motion of the channeled particle is therefore
described by an effective potential

Ueff(x) = U(x) + Ex

R
. (5)

See 1 for plots of the potential for the relevant
energies. It is evident that the bending of the crys-
tal reduces the potential depth and thus the critical
angle in 3. If the centrifugal potential barrier of 4
changes by a significant amount compared to the
potential depth of the unbent crystal over an inter
planar distance one approaches criticality, and the
bending of the crystal can not be treated as a small
perturbation to the unbent case. This condition
can also be written as

Rcrit = Edp
2U0

. (6)

For the case of protons this corresponds to the
Tsyganov critical radius of bending. From 4 it is
seen that when U0 ' 25 eV, dp = 1.57 Å, the critical
radius for 14.0 GeV is 4.4 cm which is comparable
to the 15 cm radius of curvature of the crystal in
this experiment.
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Figure 2: A sketch of the experimental setup.

Dechanneling

In a crystal of significant length, the simple pic-
ture of a conserved transverse mechanical energy
is too simple. Multiple scattering of the channeled
particle leads to an increasing transverse mechan-
ical energy that results in the particle leaving the
channel and the motion is no longer bound. The
typical length over which this happens is called the
dechanneling length and its size is found by equat-
ing the scattering angle due to multiple scattering
to the critical angle of 3. The result is given by [11]

Ld = αU0E

πm2 X0, (7)

where α is the fine structure constant and X0 the
radiation length in the amorphous medium. A sim-
ple model of dechanneling is obtained by assuming
a constant probability per unit length per particle
to dechannel, 1

Ld
, giving an exponential decay of

the number of particles in the channel [12], [13],

N(z) = N0e
− z
Ld . (8)

8 is for the dechanneling length in a straight crys-
tal. For positively charged particles most of the
particles will populate the low lying states and 7
is quite accurate. However for negatively charged
particles, the large majority of particles are weakly
bound, such that using the potential depth U0 as
the typical initial transverse mechanical energy is
inaccurate. This simple model can easily be mod-
ified to the case of a bent crystal. From 5 it is
seen that the potential depth from the case of a
straight crystal is, to first order in 1

R , reduced by
Edp
2R = Rcrit

R U0 such that the dechanneling length is
instead given by

Ld = αU0E

πm2 X0

(
1− Rcrit

R

)
, (9)
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Figure 3: The probability density relative to the maximum
probability density of the deflected particles as a function of
the crystal angle for the case of 3.35 GeV electrons.

which is accurate while R is significantly larger
than Rcrit.

Volume capture and volume reflection

The phenomenon of volume capture [14] in a bent
crystal is the process where a particle, initially un-
bound, scatters and loses transverse mechanical en-
ergy to become bound - ’captured’ in the channel.
As such it is closely related to the dechanneling phe-
nomenon [15]. Volume capture occurs when the
particle is not aimed directly into the acceptance
of the channel, but at an angle less than the to-
tal bending of the crystal. A rudimentary model
of the volume capture efficiency can be obtained
in the following manner. An incoming particle is
close to the barrier over a distance on the order of
θcR and since multiple scattering will randomly in-
crease or decrease the transverse mechanical energy
the probability per unit length per particle to be-
come captured is also 1

Ld
and therefore the volume

capture efficiency should scale as θcR
Ld

which gives
an energy dependence of E− 3

2 , assuming 7 to be
correct. Particles not captured in this manner will
remain unbound, but will be deflected with respect
to the incoming beam in a direction opposite to the
captured particles. This effect is known as volume
reflection [16]. In 5 there is an additional linear
term in the potential as compared to the case of
a straight crystal which means a volume reflected
particle initially starts with transverse mechanical
energy far above the potential barrier until reach-
ing the turning point at which the crystal poten-
tial causes an additional deflection of at most the
critical angle. Therefore one expects the angle of

3
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Figure 4: The probability density relative to the maximum
probability density of the deflected particles as a function of
the crystal angle for the case of 4.2 GeV electrons.

volume reflection to be similar to the critical angle
i.e. with an energy dependence of E− 1

2 .

Surface transmission

For a beam with no angular divergence, the sur-
face transmission can be determined analytically.
The surface transmission is defined as the fraction
of particles that become transversely bound upon
entry into the crystal to the total number of in-
coming particles. Over a single channel the distri-
bution of incoming particles is uniform, therefore
the surface transmission is the ratio of the length
over which the potential seen in 1 is negative, com-
pared to the length over which the force is periodic
which is roughly 2dp. By approximating the po-
tential in 1 by a parabola around the point −dp,
one can determine the surface transmission. Mak-
ing the approximation that this potential is of the
form −(x− dp)2 U0

d2
p
one obtains

A =
(

1− 2u
dp

)1−

√
1 + 4R

Rc

1 + 2R
Rc

 , (10)

where u = 0.062Å is the thermal vibrational am-
plitude for Si at room temperature, and the front
factor has been added to account for the immediate
dechanneling due to thermal vibrations. The bend-
ing efficiency is defined as the fraction of incoming
particles which make it to the end of the crystal
and is expressed as

ε = Ae
− L
LD . (11)
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Figure 5: The probability density relative to the maximum
probability density of the deflected particles as a function of
the crystal angle for the case of 6.3 GeV electrons.

Simulations
We will compare the experimental measurements

with the simulation code DYNECHARM++ [17].
The code allows the tracking of a relativistic
charged particle inside a crystalline medium via the
numerical integration of the classical equations of
motion. The continuum potential approximation
proposed by Lindhard is used [18]. The electrical
characteristics of the crystal within this approxima-
tion are computed by means of the ECHARM code
[19]. Since the multiple and single scatterings may
cause the particle to dechannel/rechannel, such in-
coherent scattering has been included into the sim-
ulation. Since the encountered number of nuclei
and electrons depends from the particle trajectory
[18], in the simulation the normalized distribution
of scattering angles [20] scales with the ratio be-
tween the density of matter encountered by a par-
ticle and the average density of the material. More-
over, the experimental measurements were com-
pared with the results of the Geant4 Monte Carlo
toolkit [21], which allows the simulation of the co-
herent effects of charged particles in crystals [22].

3. Experimental setup and procedure

The silicon (Si) crystal used in this experiment
was fabricated [23] at the Sensors and Semicon-
ductor Laboratory at the University of Ferrara
with crystallographic orientation chosen to produce
quasi-mosaic bending of the (111) plane [24]. Its
thickness was measured interferometrically to be
60±1 µm. The (111) plane has a bending radius of
0.15 m giving a total bending angle of the crystal
of θb = 402 ± 9 µrad in the horizontal direction.

4
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Figure 6: The probability density relative to the maximum
probability density of the deflected particles as a function of
the crystal angle for the case of 10.5 GeV electrons.

The crystal was mounted in a scattering chamber
in the End Station A Test Beam at SLAC, see 2. A
rotational stage allows rotation of the crystal with
step sizes of approximately 10 µrad. A translational
stage moves the crystal to its optimal position. The
rotation angle of the crystal is determined by re-
flecting a laser beam off a flat mirror mounted on
the side of the crystal holder. The reflected laser
beam hits a screen approximately 1m from the mir-
ror. When the crystal is rotated, the laser beam on
the screen provides a read-out of the rotation angle
of the crystal with a resolution better than 5µrad.
A Cerium doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (YAG
for short) screen of 500 µm thickness with a CCD
camera 13 m down stream of the crystal provides
the means of data acquisition in this experiment.
Saturation of the YAG screen is negligible at the
bunch charge 108 particles per bunch that was pro-
vided for this experiment [25]. The beam diver-
gence was measured to be less than 10 µrad by the
wire scanners. The spot-size was less than 150 µm
and the momentum spread reduced to about 0.15%.

4. Data analysis and results

The experimental measurements were performed
by rotating the crystal in small angular steps and
recording an image of the circular YAG screen. The
camera was mounted at an angle with respect to the
screen which distorted the image. An ellipse was fit-
ted along the edge of the screen, for this was known
to be circular. This allows one to revert this image
distortion due to the positioning of the camera. A
region of the screen is chosen such that the edge of
the screen is avoided. The crystal deflects particles

in the horizontal plane and we sum the intensity
in the vertical plane and normalize the probabil-
ity distribution as seen in e.g. 7. For each crystal
angle several images were taken. Images with low
or high (camera saturated) light intensites were ig-
nored. Plotting the distribution along the y-axis
with the crystal angle along the x-axis one obtains
the so called ’triangle plots’, (3 to 6 represent the
raw data). A crystal angle of 0 was chosen to be
the orientation of closest direct entry of the beam
into the channel as could be experimentally real-
ized. This orientation, along with the halfway of
the full bending of θb = 402 µrad, (roughly θb

2 )
termed the volume reflection orientation, will be
investigated in detail.

In 7 and 8 the probability density of the deflected
particles is plotted for the two different cases de-
scribed above. In 7, some general tendencies can
be identified. The width of the large leftmost peak,
becomes narrower as does the channeled peak due
to the decreasing critical angle. In 8 the large left-
most peak due to volume reflection moves closer to
the undeflected position and the width decreases as
energy increases. To extract quantitative informa-
tion from these distributions we consider a fitting
procedure consisting of two Gaussian probability
distributions for the two peaks and a function for
the dechanneled particles in between to be specified.
For i = 1, 2 we have two Gaussian distributions

dP

dθ
= Pi

σi
√

2π
e
− (x−µi)2

2σ2
i , (12)

where Pi is the fraction of particles in this peak,
σi the standard deviation of the distribution and µi
the center. The undeflected/volume reflected parti-
cles are denoted by i = 1 and either the channeled
or volume captured particles are denoted by i = 2.
The probability to dechannel per angle in the expo-
nential decay model of 8 is dP

dθ = e
− θ
θd /θd. There-

fore the probability distribution of the dechanneled
particles becomes

dP

dθ
(θ) =

ˆ µ2

µ1

1− P1

σ2
√

2π
e
− (θ−θ′)2

2σ2
2

1
θd
e
− θ′
θd dθ′, (13)

where θd = Ld
L θb. This formula can be under-

stood as follows: The probability to find a particle
at an angle θ is the sum over the possible ways this
can happen. A fraction of the particles dechannel-
ing at angle θ′ can end up at the angle θ due to the

5
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Figure 7: The probability density of the deflected particles
when the crystal is in the channeling orientation for the dif-
ferent energies in the experiment.

distribution of particles in the channel. The above
can also be rewritten as

dP

dθ
(θ) = 1− P1

2θd
e

σ2
2

2θ2
d

+µ1
θd
− θ
θd×(

erf
(
µ2 −∆θ√

2σ2

)
− erf

(
µ1 −∆θ√

2σ2

))
, (14)

where ∆θ = θ − σ2
2
θd
. The exponential dechan-

neling model means that P2 is given by P2 =
(1 − P1)e−

L
Ld . This model therefore contains six

free parameters: P1, σ1, µ1, σ2, µ2, Ld. It turns
out that the non-Gaussian tail of the undeflected
peak has a large influence on the fit between the
two peak functions which is important when try-
ing to determine the dechanneling length. A sum
of two Gaussians fits the peak in the ’amorphous’
orientation very well which we write in the form

dP

dθ
= P1

(
A

σ1
√

2π
e
− (x−µ1)2

2σ2
1 + 1−A

rσ1
√

2π
e
− (x−µ1)2

2r2σ2
1

)
,

(15)
where the standard deviation of the second Gaus-

sian is rσ1. The values of A and r were then found
by performing a fit in the ’amorphous’ orientation
and we obtain the following values:

E [GeV] 3.35 4.2 6.3 10.5 14.0
A 0.571 0.776 0.872 0.696 0.77
r 1.52 2.19 2.04 2.27 3.10

Table 2: A table of the fitting parameters used to describe
the distribution in the ’amorphous’ orientation.
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Figure 8: The probability density of the deflected particles
when the crystal is at half of the full bending angle. The
large leftmost peaks are the volume reflected portions and
the small rightmost peaks are the volume captured particles.
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Figure 9: A fit to the 10.5GeV experimental data in the
channeling orientation.

In 9 and 10 the data in the ’channeling’ orien-
tation for the lowest and a high energy are fitted
according to the model described here. The results
are shown in 3.
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Figure 11: A fit to the 10.5 GeV experimental data at half
the crystal bending angle.
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Figure 10: A fit to the 3.5GeV experimental data in the
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E [GeV] 3.35 4.2 6.3 10.5 14.0
Ld [µm] 55.4± 1.8 45.2± 1.2 65.3± 1.9 57.5± 1.2 55.8± 1.2
P1 [%] 43± 1.3 33± 1.5 50± 0.8 41± 0.7 49± 0.7
µ1 [µrad] −49.9± 2.3 −62.4± 2.3 −33.8± 1.0 −28.4± 0.8 0.29± 0.5
µ2 [µrad] 428.8± 1.45 419.8± 1.5 439.2± 1.2 433.9± 0.8 470.3± 0.9
σ1 [µrad] 76.1± 0.92 53.9± 1.1 49.2± 0.8 29.0± 0.5 29.0± 0.5
σ2 [µrad] 67.0± 1.1 48.5± 1.0 42.6± 0.9 30.9± 0.6 34.1± 0.7

Table 3: A table of the fitting parameters for the crystal in
’channeling’ orientation using the described model.

E [GeV] 3.35 4.2 6.3 10.5 14.0
Ld [µm] 39.4± 0.3 47.4± 0.5 54.3± 0.5 57.1± 0.6 48.1± 0.8
P1 [%] 11± 0.9 27± 0.7 34± 0.4 38± 0.3 40.1± 0.6
µ1 [µrad] −97.6± 2.1 −57.0± 2.3 −37.5± 0.5 −25.5± 0.3 −20.6± 0.4
µ2 [µrad] 441.4± 0.5 439.2± 0.5 438.7± 0.3 437.6± 0.3 437.4± 0.5
σ1 [µrad] 78.1± 3.6 56.0± 0.9 39.4± 0.3 24.8± 0.2 16.8± 0.3
σ2 [µrad] 50.4± 0.7 42.8± 0.6 31.9± 0.2 21.5± 0.2 17.4± 0.3

Table 4: A table of the fitting parameters for the crystal
DYNECHARM simulation in ’channeling’ orientation using
the described model.

E [GeV] 3.35 4.2 6.3 10.5 14.0
Ld [µm] 35.5± 3.9 45.6± 3.1 36.4± 3.8 40.9± 3.4 25.6± 3.7
P1 [%] 67± 3.8 73± 1.3 84± 1.1 84± 0.9 80.7± 2.3
µ1 [µrad] −128.8± 4.1 −100.7± 1.2 −84.0± 0.9 −50.3± 0.6 −35.6± 1.4
µ2 [µrad] 242.1± 5.3 239.9± 3.6 243.3± 8.1 219.8± 3.7 258.0± 9.5
σ1 [µrad] 73.5± 1.2 58.1± 0.7 42.8± 0.7 28.5± 0.4 28.2± 0.9
σ2 [µrad] 57.9± 3.0 55.8± 2.3 55.0± 5.6 32.9± 2.6 27.0± 6.1

Table 5: A table of the fitting parameters for the crystal in
’volume capture’ orientation using the described model.
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Figure 12: A fit to the 3.5 GeV experimental data at half
the crystal bending angle.

Performing the same type of fit to the results of
the simulations shown in 13 one obtains the results
shown in 4.

The errors given here are only statistical. The
simulations were performed with beam angular di-
vergences of 30µrad, 27.5µrad, 21.5µrad, 10µrad
and 10µrad for the energies 3.35GeV, 4.2GeV,
6.3GeV, 10.5GeV and 14.0GeV respectively.

Similarly in 11 and 12, the same fit is applied to
the case where the crystal is roughly at the angle
of θb2 and the results are shown in 5.

It is important to note that the model presented
here is different than the one used for the analysis of
the 3.35 and 6.3GeV data seen in [8]. Therefore dif-
ferent numbers for e.g. the dechanneling length is
obtained. In particular the approach using a double
gaussian for the amorphous/VR peak is a difference
and that we in the model used in this paper have
one less fitting parameter. This model is thus more
constrained. In [8] it was noted that the dechannel-
ing length could be determined in two ways. One
based on the shape of the distribution (e.g. 10) be-
tween the two peaks, and another based on the rel-
ative sizes of the two peaks. In [8] this gave rise to
two different dechanneling lengths. The model used
here is constrained such that this is not a possibility.
Using one less fitting parameter it is expected that
the fit could be worse. However, generally the fits
are good, but worse for higher energy than at low
energies (10.5 and 14GeV are about equally good).
Only in the case of the VR orientation at 14GeV
is the fit worse than the example shown by 11 but
this also to a considerable degree.
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Figure 13: The probability density of the deflected particles
obtained from the DYNECHARM simulation when the crys-
tal is in the channeling orientation for the different energies
in the experiment.

4.1. Multiple scattering of channeled particles par-
allel to the plane

In 14 we have plotted the r.m.s. standard de-
viation, σ‖, of the Gaussian function fitted to the
distribution of channeled particles in the direction
parallel to the plane i.e. in the ’free’ direction in the
continuum potential approximation. It is therefore
expected that multiple scattering determines the
width in this case. The multiple scattering width
scales as 1/E and performing a fit we obtain the
best fit to be given by

σ‖ = 520µrad×GeV
E

. (16)

The usual formula [26] for multiple scattering
would predict the factor to be 302µrad×GeV, thus
an increased scattering is observed. This is likely
due to negative particles crossing the plane dur-
ing channeling oscillations and thus more often en-
counter hard scattering with the nuclei [27], [12],
[28].

4.2. Angular distribution of channeled particle or-
thogonal to the plane

In 15 we have plotted the r.m.s. standard devia-
tions σ2 from 3 and a fit to a power function that
yields

σ2 = 117µrad× E[GeV]−0.53
. (17)

Since the critical angle scales as 1/
√
E we have

also performed such a fit to obtain

σ2 = 111µrad× E[GeV]−0.5
. (18)
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Figure 14: The width of the channeling peak in the direction
parallel to the plane is fitted to obtain 16.

4.3. Deflection angle of volume reflected particles
In 16 we have plotted the deflection angle in vol-

ume capture orientation (−µ1 from 5) versus the
beam energy and fit the data to two different func-
tions. Fitting the data to a power function we ob-
tain

|µ1| = 338µrad× E[GeV]−0.81
. (19)

Again, we would expect there to be a 1/
√
E scal-

ing. With such a fit we obtain

|µ1| = 207µrad× E[GeV]−0.5
. (20)

4.4. Efficiency of volume capture
In the case of ’volume reflection orientation’, P1

gives the fraction of reflected particles and the rest
will have been captured, such that 1 − P1 is the
fraction of particles captured. From 2, we expect
the volume reflection to scale with energy as E−3/2

[15]. We have therefore performed such a fit along
with a fit to a power function, see 19, and obtained

εVR = 2.3× E[GeV]−1.5
, (21)

and

εVR = 0.57× E[GeV]−0.52
. (22)

It is seen that the fitted power function is close
to a 1/

√
E scaling. If one assumes an energy in-

dependent dechanneling length LD as is indicated
experimentally, one would also expect the volume
capture efficiency to instead scale as 1/

√
E. Al-

though this observation may be surprising, the data
set thus consistently shows a dechanneling length
that is largely independent on energy.
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Figure 15: The width of the channeling peak in the direction
orthogonal to the plane is fitted with a power function (Fit
1), see 17 and to a function of the type a/

√
E (Fit 2), see

18.
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Figure 16: The angle of volume reflection is fitted with a
power function (Fit 1) and to a function of the type a/

√
E

(Fit 2).

4.5. Discussion of the dechanneling length and sur-
face transmission

In 4 and 17 it is evident that the dechanneling
lengths obtained from the simulation has a depen-
dence on energy which is not proportional as the
simple formula of 7 prescribes. The main reasons
for this discrepancy is the influence of the bend-
ing of the crystal and the beam angular divergence.
The angular divergence of the beam determines the
distribution of the transverse mechanical energy of
the captured particles and the dynamics of dechan-
neling depends on this. Likewise, the beam en-
try angle plays an important role in the dechan-
neling length of the captured particles. This can
be observed in the experimental data because the
dechanneling lengths obtained in the ’VR orienta-
tion’, as shown in 5, are consistently lower than in
the ’channeling orientation’ shown in 3. Whereas
in the simulations, the beam entered directly into
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Figure 18: The experimental and simulated values of the
surface transmission given by 1 − P1 is compared with the
model of 10.

the channel. In the experiment however, the an-
gular resolution of the rotational stage means that
this orientation cannot be determined more accu-
rately than this. 7 shows that the angular position
of the ’channeling peak’ varies slightly in contrast
to the simulations seen in 13, which supports this
hypothesis. We deem this the most likely reason
for the discrepancies seen between the values of the
dechanneling lengths in the experiment versus sim-
ulation shown in 3 and 4. It is also clear from 17
that the dechanneling length is significantly shorter
than predicted by 7 which must be a general prop-
erty of channeling of negatively charged particles.

The measured and calculated (from 10) values of
the surface transmission are in good agreement and
are plotted in 18. In this case the fluctuation of the
data points around this curve we also attribute to
the uncertainty on the beam entry angle.
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Figure 19: The volume capture efficiency as given by 1−P1
from 5. ’Fit 1’ is a fit to a function of the type aE−3/2 and
’Fit 2’ is a fit to a power function (aEb).

5. Conclusion

We have shown that a fitting procedure based
on 1) a simple exponential decay model of chan-
neled particles and 2) that these particles are
distributed according to a Gaussian distribution
within the channel, fit the data with good agree-
ment. Based on the parameters of the fitting func-
tions we have extracted important parameters de-
scribing the channeling process such as the dechan-
neling length, the angle of volume reflection, the
surface transmission and the widths of the distri-
bution of channeled particles parallel and orthog-
onal to the plane. The scattering parallel to the
plane fits well with the usual functional dependence
of multiple scattering on energy but is larger than
amorphous/random by a factor of 1.7. For the dis-
tribution of channeled particles, the mean of the
angle of volume reflection and the efficiency of vol-
ume capture, were fit to power functions with a free
exponent and to a exponent fixed by that predicted
by ’simple’ theory. In these cases, a significant de-
viation is seen in the exponent which indicates that
the ’simple’ theory may be too simple to describe
the results of this experiment. The ’simple’ formula
for surface transmission, however, works out well.
The dechanneling lengths observed in these exper-
iments are significantly shorter than predicted by
the ’simple’ theory and the dechanneling length in
’VR orientation’ is seen to be consistently smaller
than in ’channeling orientation. However, in the
DYNECHARM simulation, good agreement is seen
in the angular distributions of the exiting particles
and the obtained dechanneling lengths.
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